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What’s the big idea

Short Activity
Long Activity

Code of Conduct

Potential Adventure Skills step

Make a simple Obstacle
Course

Potential Special Interest badge step

Fitness Challenge
Game of Tug o War
Have a fitness Plan

Sparta Training
School

Wellie throw
Draw nature
pictures

Warrior Training

Make a Ballista

Make bow and arrows

Ways of the Tribe

What’s the big idea
The idea of warrior training is to prepare the fitness and skill level of Beaver
Scouts so that they can be called ‘Warriors’. All sorts of activity are possible
from obstacle courses to tests of intelligence and skills. Beavers should be
encouraged to invent and create the challenge. The Adventure can take place
on an afternoon and meetings leading up to the adventure train the beavers
how to overcome obstacles and solve puzzles. Teamwork is a key element of
this adventure.
Every young person wants to be a ‘warrior’ of the ‘Tribe’ and within the ‘Tribe’
Theme it allows us to show how a team works together and uses the many
talents of the Lodge to overcome challenges.

Ideas on what to do
Plan
Run an event with the Cub Scouts. Start by inviting the
Sixers down to meet the Lodges. Get the Cub Scouts to
build an obstacle course for the Beaver Scouts.

Do
The obstacle course should be simple enough for the Cub
Scouts to build but also simple enough for the Beaver Scouts
to try. The obstacle course should also have the challenge
for the Beaver Scouts to get it completed in a given time or
to collect tokens along the way that they will need to finish
the challenge

Review
Have a chat with the Lodges and the Sixers to find out
what the Beaver Scouts thought of the obstacle course and
maybe how to improve it either by helping the Beaver Scouts
or else changing the course

Comments
Also try making weapons like making bow and arrows and
shoot at a target board.

Resources

Warrior Training

Old tyres, Ropes, Poles, Nets, Water pools

